
SO WHAT CAN YOU DO ABOUT IT?

IS YOUR WORKPLACE CULTURE
TRULY INCLUSIVE?

Antisemitism is the fastest-rising type of racism in the UK today.
An estimated 70% of British Jews are hiding their identity.

Almost 50% have considered leaving Britain since 7th October 2023.

Most workplaces fail to address this subject due to:
Lack of awareness and understanding

Fear of being seen as political or taking sides

Educate employees and raise awareness with our workshops which:

• Help to understand antisemitism - 2000 years of hatred

• Give first-hand insights into the lived experience of Jewish people today

• Provide tools to create inclusive workplace environments

“Anti-Semitism hits all-time high in 
  ‘explosion of hatred’ against British Jews”

“Huge rise in antisemitic abuse
in UK since Hamas attack”

info@understandingantisemitismmatters.com



WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT OUR WORKSHOPS:

YOUR WORKSHOP FACILITATORS

WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT OUR WORKSHOPS:

Michal Oshman drove culture and leadership at TikTok and Meta where she 

used a blend of spirituality and leadership principles to create compassionate 

workplaces. As a bestselling author and TEDx speaker, she shares her insights 

on culture,  growth, and career success.

Rachel Vecht founded Educating Matters in 2001 and partners with D&I,  

L&D,  HR and ERGs to support employees worldwide. She guides, educates 

and builds awareness around inclusion and culture change,  providing employee 

wellbeing training across many varied sectors.

“My emails and messages are bursting with gratitude for you and the session. Thank you for 

creating a psychologically safe space,  for helping to start a much-needed conversation, 

one that’s integral to building our inclusive culture here at Fremantle.”

Babita Bahal, Group Head of DEI

“Just WOW – both Rachel and Michal were incredible and their vulnerability was

 admirable and inspiring! I’ve learned so much and know how to support as an ally.”

“This is the first session that I have run where the CEO, COO, and CFO all expressed 

how powerful it was.”

Annika Allen, Head of DEI

info@understandingantisemitismmatters.com


